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Abstract:
In this paper, we present graph operators defined on a graph data model. A graph data model is
well adapted to model information such as public transportation, water pipes… This model is
designed to handle network facilities in a Geographical Information System. A graph data model
must provide a coordinate-free notion of abstraction for a node (or an edge).
Graph manipulations are divided into three classes. Basic operators manage the notion of abstraction
(i.e., the DEVELOP and UNDEVELOP operators). Elementary operators manage the notion of graph
and sub-graph (i.e., UNION, CONCATENATION, SELECTION and DIFFERENCE operators).
High level operators manage GIS user interface operators (i.e., PATHS, INCLUSIONS and
INTERSECTIONS operators).

I. INTRODUCTION
A Geographical Information System (GIS) should provide the opportunity to manage network
facilities (i.e., railway, electricity, telephone). A graph [2] (i.e., a set of labeled nodes and a set
labeled edges) is the major conceptual notion used to model network-oriented data. To capture more
meaning, a graph data model must provide a mechanism of abstraction. A node (i.e., a town) may
represent the abstraction of one (or several) network (i.e., a local area transportation network). An
edge may also represent the abstraction of a network (i.e., a railway line).
[14] presents a graph data model. This paper presents the operators defined on this model. The data
model allies graph theory concepts (i.e., node, edge, graph) and an object oriented database paradigm
(i.e., abstraction). This data model is defined at a logical level (i.e., the same level as [5]). The notion
of coordinates is not present. The notion of abstraction is not provided from a physical representation
(i.e., spatial representation) to an object level [6,12] but within an object level. Since the data model
is richer than a flat graph, specifications of database operators are more complex. Several levels of
interaction are defined to manipulate network-oriented data. Basic operators correspond to the first
level (i.e., directly linked to the concept of abstraction in the graph data model). Elementary operators
correspond to the second level (i.e., the manipulations of graphs and sub-graphs). High level
operators correspond to the third level (i.e., GIS user interface operators). We retained three classes
of high level operators. They correspond to basic operations to manage network facilitiesּ[4]: the
evaluation of a path between an origin and a destination, the intersection of paths and the inclusion of
paths. Results of a query are influenced by the fact that the graph data model presents a higher level
of abstraction than a flat graph.
Part II presents a brief overview of the graph data model used in this paper; Part III presents the
basic operators; Part IV presents the elementary operators; Part V presents the high level operators;
Part VI presents a conclusion and future work.

II. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE GRAPH DATA MODEL
The graph data model allies notions of graph theory such as vertices (here called nodes), edges
and graphs with notions of an object-oriented paradigm such as abstraction. A node or an edge may
represent the abstraction of sub-networks. We do not provide any constraint on the topology of this
sub-network (except that loops are forbidden). In this paper, we use the concept of logical OID
(Object IDentifier) to define the operators. This notion is similar to the notion of OID in object
oriented databases since the semantics is the same. Nevertheless, the OID defined in the graph data
model is completely system independent.

II.1. Basic concepts
The graph data model is based on the concept of nodes, edges and graphs. These notions are
similar to these notions in graph theory [2]. A graph is a couple (N, E) where N is a set of nodes and
E is a sub-set of the Cartesian product N x N. Figure II.1 presents the formal definition.
N = {n1 , ... , np }
E = { (ni, nj) / ni ∈ N, nj ∈ N }
(ni is said to be the initial node and nj is said to be the end node for an edge (ni, nj))
Figure II.1 - Formal definition of a graph
In this paper, a graph is considered as orientated (i.e., the order, initial node / end node, is relevant).
Several edges may be defined with the same initial and end nodes. We do not limit this number but
we do not allow an edge (ni, ni). A node is used to model for example a town. An edge is used to
model for example a link between two towns. Nodes and edges are labeled. We do not consider in
this paper the label associated with a node or an edge. Let real life data (i.e., towns) modelled by a
node or an edge be named objects.
We define the notion of Master_node and Master_edge. They represent an abstraction of a subnetwork (i.e., the level of abstraction of a Master_node or a Master_edge is higher than the level of
abstraction of the sub-network they represent). Such a sub-network is called an Associated_network.
An Associated_network is defined as a graph G (N, E). Elements of N are called specialized nodes.
Elements of E are called specialized edges. To connect this network to the different levels of
abstraction, we define the concept In_edges and Out_edges. The In_edges (respectively Out_edges)
of an Associated_network of a Master_node represent the set of edges "arriving to" (respectively
"leaving") this graph. Figure II.2 presents the definition of In_edges and Out_edges.
In_edges = { (ni, nj) / ni ∉ N ∧ nj ∈ N }
Out_edges = { (ni, nj) / ni ∈ N ∧ nj ∉ N }
Figure II.2 - Formal definition of In_edges and Out_edges for a Master_node
The In_edges (respectively Out_edges) of an Associated_network of a Master_edge (ei) represent the
set of edges "leaving" (respectively "arriving to") the initial node (respectively end node) of a
Master_edge. Let us define the function Initial_node (respectively End_node) of a Master_edge (ei)
such as Initial_node (ei) (respectively End_node) returns the initial (respectively end) node of an edge
(ei). Figure II.3 presents the definition of In_edges and Out_edges for the Associated_network
Gּ(N,ּE) of a Master_edge, ei.

In_edges = { (ni, nj) / ni = Initial_node (ei) ∧ nj ∈ N }
Out_edges = { (ni, nj) / ni ∈ N ∧ nj = End_node (ei) }
Figure II.3 - Formal definition of In_edges and Out_edges for a Master_edge

An empty graph, G∅, is a graph with no node (i.e., a graph G (N, E) such as N = ∅). This
graph is the neutral element of a set of graphs.

II.2. Abstraction
The notion of abstraction [3,13,17] is modelled by the concept of OID. Each basic component
(i.e., node, Master_node, edge, Master_edge, network, Associated_network) of the graph data
model has an OID. This OID is structured in several layers from L to 1. Each layer corresponds to a
level of abstraction. To simplify the presentation, we present in this part the structuring of a node
OID to take into account the notion of abstraction. The other OIDs are defined on the same principles.
The structure of the OID will evolve along this paper to provide a complete structure whenever all the
operators are defined. The very beginning structure of an OID (i.e., the abstraction part) is defined by
two rules. Figure II.4 presents with the database tuple constructor [] these two rules.
The abstraction part of an OID is defined by a list of integers. An element of this list is called a
layer. An object (o) in the layer k of abstraction is defined by:
Rule 1 - o is located at the top level of abstraction (i.e., k = L). The first layer has the local
identifier (i.e., an integer) and the other layers are null.
Rule 2 - o is not located at the top level (1 ≤ k < L). The (L - k) first layers contain each local
identifier of the higher levels of abstraction. The layer k contains the local
identifier. The (k - 1) last layers are null.
OID :
[hierarchy_of_abstraction : list of integer]

Figure II.4 - Rules to build an OID
II.3. Conclusion
The graph data model provides a structure to handle networks in a GIS database context. The
central notion is the abstraction of sub-networks. The notion is valid for nodes and for edges. The
Associated_networks, In_edges and Out_edges allow to model several levels of abstraction. The
following sections present the various operators defined on the graph data model.

III. BASIC OPERATORS
In this section, we present the operators directly linked to the concepts of the graph data model
(i.e., abstraction). Two basic operators are defined: the DEVELOP operator and the UNDEVELOP
operator. The DEVELOP operator provides more specific details by merging a sub-network
associated with a Master_node or with a Master_edge into the studied graph. The converse operation,
the UNDEVELOP operator, provides a more restricted graph by the replacement of a sub-network by
a Master_node or a Master_edge.

III.1. DEVELOP operator
The DEVELOP operator has two arguments. The first argument is a graph (i.e., G0). This
graph contains Master_nodes and/or Master_edges to be developed. The second argument is a set of
graphs. Each graph represents a path (i.e., only a unique Associated_network by Master_node and
only a unique In_edge and Out_edge by Associated_network). The result is a set of graphs. They are
as many graphs as in the second argument. For each graph, Master_nodes and Master_edges also
present in the first argument (i.e., G0) are developed. Associated_networks are merged into the
studied graph. Figure III.1 presents the signature of this operator.

where

DEVELOP ( Go, {Gi} ) : {G'i}
Go : is a graph with the set of nodes and /or a set of edges to be developed
Gi : a graph to be expanded
(i = 1, ..., n)
G'i : a graph after being expanded (i = 1, ..., n)
Figure III.1 - The signature of the DEVELOP operator

Let n be the number of graphs in the second argument. The number of graphs in the result is also n
since no deletion of graph is involved in this operator.
A difference is introduced between the development of a Master_edge and a Master_node. The
development of a Master_edge implies the deletion of this Master_edge in the result since the
Associated_network is merged into the studied graph. The development of a Master_node does not
imply the deletion of this node since it may be the initial node (or the end node) of an edge (or a
Master_edge) [14].
As a convention, the DEVELOP operator provides a single development of Master_nodes and/or
Master_edges (i.e., only one level of abstraction). To provide a recursive application of the
DEVELOP operator, a similar operator, DEVELOP*, is available. This operator has a unique
argument, a set of graphs, since each Master_node and each Master_edge are recursively developed.

A graph obtained by a DEVELOP* operator does not contain any more Master_node or Master_edge.
Figure III.2 presents the signature of this operator.

where

DEVELOP* ( {Gi} ) : {G'i}
Gi : a graph to be expanded
(i = 1, ..., n)
G'i : a graph after being expanded (i = 1, ..., n)
Figure III.2 - The signature of the DEVELOP* operator

Let n be the number of graphs in the argument. The number of graphs in the result is also n since no
deletion of graph is involved in this operator.

III.2. UNDEVELOP operator
The UNDEVELOP operator is applied to a set of graphs. For each graph with nodes and edges
defined on two different levels of abstraction (at least), a level of abstraction (i.e., the lower level) is
transformed into Associated_networks. The Master_nodes and/or Master_edges are introduced into
the studied graph.
Figure III.3 presents the signature of the UNDEVELOP operator.
UNDEVELOP ( {Gi} ) : {G'i}
where Gi : a graph to be reduced
(i = 1, ..., n)
G'i : a graph after being reduced (i = 1, ..., n)
Figure III.3 - The signature of the UNDEVELOP operator
Let n be the number of graphs in the argument. The number of graphs in the result is also n since no
deletion of graph is involved in this operator.
To be able to reconstruct a sub-network as an Associated_network, the initial OID of this subnetwork must be present in the OID of nodes and/or edges. A hierarchy of network is introduced.
The definition of the OID is therefore augmented with the abstraction of dependent networks. The
semantics of this hierarchy is the same as the hierarchy of abstraction defined on nodes and edges.
Figure III.4 presents the new structure of an OID.
OID :

[hierachy_of_abstraction : list of integer
hierarchy_of_network : list of integer]
Figure III.4 - The new structure of an OID

As a convention, the UNDEVELOP operator provides a single reduction of sub-networks into
Master_nodes and/or Master_edges. To provide a recursive application of the UNDEVELOP
operator, a similar operator, UNDEVELOP*, is available. The UNDEVELOP* operator is also
applied to a set of graphs. The result is a set of graphs. Figure III.5 presents the signature of this
operator.
UNDEVELOP* ( {Gi} ) : {G'i}
where Gi : a graph to be reduced
(i = 1, ..., n)
G'i : a graph after being reduced (i = 1, ..., n)
Figure III.5 - The signature of the UNDEVELOP* operator
Let n be the number of graphs in the argument. The number of graphs in the result is also n since no
deletion of graph is involved in this operator.
The nodes (respectively the edges) of a graph obtained by an UNDEVELOP* operator belong
to the same level of abstraction.

III.3. Conclusion
The DEVELOP and UNDEVELOP operators are the core of graph manipulations. They take
full advantage of the abstraction defined in the graph data model. They introduce the notion of multiscale network from a logical point of view.
They are very similar to the NEST and UNEST operators in the algebra for complex objects [18]. Let
R be a relation in Non First Normal Form. Let G be a graph structured with the graph data model.
Let G0 be the graph containing the nodes (and/or the edges) to develop. Let G' be the graph G after
applying DEVELOP (G0, {G}). Figure III.6 presents the properties.
UNNEST ( NEST (R) ) = R
NEST ( UNNEST (R) ) # R
DEVELOP ( G0, UNDEVELOP ({G'}) ) = {G'}
UNDEVELOP ( DEVELOP (G0, {G}) ) = {G} (from the graph data model point of view)
UNDEVELOP ( DEVELOP (G0, {G}) ) # {G} (with the introduction of alphanumerical data)
Figure III.6 - Properties of DEVELOP and UNDEVELOP operators

The DEVELOP operator may lead to deletion of Master_edges. The UNDEVELOP operator is able to
reconstruct these edges. Unfortunately, alphanumerical data associated with these edges are no longer
available. So, from the graph data model point of view, the topology of the graph has been re-built.
From the alphanumerical data point of view, information has been lost (as it is for the
NEST/UNNEST configuration).

IV. ELEMENTARY OPERATORS
The elementary operators correspond to the second level operators. They define operations on
graphs and sub-graphs. They are similar to graph theory operators. The notion of abstraction
introduces a distinction between nodes and Master_nodes (respectively edges and Master_edges).
Therefore, elementary operators must take into account this new properties. Graph theory operators
cannot be directly applied. Four operators are defined: the UNION, CONCATENATION,
SELECTION and DIFFERENCE operators.

IV.1. UNION operator
The semantics of the UNION operator is the same as the semantics of the union operator in
graph theory. The main difference is introduced by the notion of abstraction. A union between two
graphs must take into account Associated_networks defined for Master_nodes and/or Master_edges.
The union between a node and a Master_node modelling the same object is defined as the
Master_node. The union between an edge and a Master_edge modelling the same object is defined as
the Master_edge. The union between two Master_edges provides a unique Associated_network since
the initial and end nodes of the two Master_edges belong to the Associated_network. The union is
recursively applied on sub-networks as soon as the two graphs have a common Master_node and/or
Master_edge.
This operator has two arguments. The first and the second arguments are sets of graphs. The result is
a set of graphs. Figure IV.1 presents the signature of this operator.
∪ ({Gi}, {G'i} ) : {G ''i}
where Gi : is a graph
(i = 1, ..., n)
G'i : is a graph
(i = 1, ..., p)
G''i : is a graph after the application of the UNION on graph Gi and G'i
p)
Figure IV.1 - The signature of the UNION operator

(i = 1,..., n x

Let n be the number of graphs in the first argument. Let p be the number of graphs in the second
argument. The number of graphs in the result is n times p (i.e., a graph for each element of the cross
product).

IV.2. CONCATENATION operator
The CONCATENATION operator is very similar to the UNION operator. To provide a result,
the CONCATENATION operator requires a common object in the two graphs. The notion of
abstraction introduces several configurations. Two graphs may have a common node without having
common edges. Two graphs may have a common edge without having common nodes (i.e., the
cross product of Master_node and node as initial and end nodes). Two graphs may have no common
node and no common edge but a common object (i.e., an edge defined between two nodes and a
Master_edge defined between two Master_nodes representing the same objects as the edges and the
nodes do). The concatenation is recursively applied on sub-networks.
Whenever two graphs have no common object, the UNION operator provides as a result, two
disjoint sub-graphs in the same graph. The CONCATENATION operator provides an empty graph in
such a configuration.
The CONCATENATION operator has two arguments. The first and the second arguments are sets of
graphs. The result is a set of graphs. Figure IV.2 presents the signature of this operator.

where

⊕ ({Gi}, {G'i} ) : {G ''i}
Gi : is a graph (i = 1, ..., n)
G'i : is a graph (i = 1, ..., p)
G''i : is a graph after the application of the CONCATENATION on graphs Gi and G'i
(i = 1, ..., k
/
k ≤ n x p)
Figure IV.2 - The signature of the CONCATENATION operator

Let n be the number of graphs in the first argument. Let p be the number of graphs in the
second argument. The number of graphs in the result may be less than n times p since a graph of the
first argument may have no common object with any other graph of the second argument.

IV.3. SELECTION operator
A labelling function applied to nodes, edges and networks allows to define alphanumeric
properties. The semantics of the SELECTION operator is to determine relevant nodes, edges or

networks according to selection criteria. As an example "A town having a number of inhabitant
greater than 100,000" corresponds to a selection criterion associated with a node; "A cost less than
100 units" corresponds to a selection criterion associated with an edge; "Inter-city railway lines"
corresponds to a selection criterion associated with a network.
The semantics of the SELECTION operator is similar to the semantics of the selection operator in
graph theory. The main difference is introduced by the notion of abstraction. The selection criteria are
recursively applied to specialized nodes (or edges). A Master_node (or a Master_edge) may be
transformed into a node (or an edge) whenever Associated_networks become empty (i.e., no node
and no edge are relevant according to the selection criteria). A Master_node may be removed and
replaced by the result of the DEVELOP operator whenever it does not respect the selection criteria
and at least one node of an Associated_network respects the selection criteria. A Master_edge may be
transformed into an edge whenever at least one edge of its Associated_network does not respect the
selection criteria. Its Associated_network is merged (i.e., the DEVELOP operator and the UNION
operator) into the studied graph.
The SELECTION operator applied on a graph provides a sub-graph from this graph. This operator
has two arguments. The first argument is the selection criteria. We do not consider here the modelling
of such criteria [15]. The second argument is a set of graphs on which the selection criteria are
applied. The result of the SELECTION operator is a set of graphs.
Figure IV.3 presents the signature of this operator.

where

σ (Criteria, {Gi} ) : {G'i}
Criteria : represents the modelling of the selection criteria
Gi : is a graph (i = 1, ..., n)
G'i : is a graph after the application of the SELECTION on graph Gi
(i = 1, ..., k
/
k ≤ n)
Figure IV.3 - The signature of the SELECTION operator

Let n be the number of graphs in the second argument. The number of graphs in the result may
be less than n since a graph of the second argument may have no relevant node and edge.

IV.4. DIFFERENCE operator
The semantics of the DIFFERENCE operator is the same as the semantics of the graph theory
operator of difference. The DIFFERENCE operator applied between two graphs requires a common
object into these two graphs (i.e., a node, Master_node, edge or Master_edge) to introduce a removal
in the first graph. This operator is not symmetrical. The difference is recursively applied on sub-

networks. A Master_node (or a Master_edge) may be transformed into a node (or an edge) whenever
Associated_networks become empty (i.e., they belong to the two graphs).
Whenever a Master_node (or a Master_edge) with a non-empty Associated_network has to be
removed, the Associated_network is merged (i.e., with the DEVELOP and UNION operators) into
the studied graph.
The DIFFERENCE operator has two arguments. The first is a set of graphs. The second argument is
a graph. This graph contains nodes and edges to be removed from graphs of the first argument. The
result is a set of graphs. Figure IV.4 presents the signature of this operator.

where

# ({Gi}, G0 ) : {G 'i}
(i = 1, ..., n)

Gi : is a graph
G0 : is a graph
G'i : is a graph after the application of the DIFFERENCE on graph Gi and G0
(i = 1, ..., k
/
k ≤ n)
Figure IV.4 - The signature of the DIFFERENCE operator

Let n be the number of graphs in the first argument. The number of graphs in the result (i.e., k)
may be less than n since the graph G0 may belong to the first argument.

IV.5. Conclusion
The merge of basic operators and elementary operators provides a tool box to manipulate
graphs. This tool box is very similar to the operators to the operators defined in the relational algebra
(i.e., selection, union, difference). A functional approach (i.e., a combination of operators) seems to
be a relevant modelling of a query. An execution plan of a relational query is transposed here to build
an execution plan of a query defined on graphs.
V. HIGH LEVEL OPERATORS
In this part, three classes of operators based on classical graph manipulations are presented.
Nevertheless, they are defined in the context of the graph data model. They are designed to manage
major part of GIS network-oriented queries. The PATHS operator is the evaluation of paths between
an origin and a destination [1,7,8,10,11]. The INCLUSION operators are defined by an operator of
extraction, the inclusion of nodes in a path and the inclusion of a path in a path. The
INTERSECTION operators present a similar division: the intersection of two sets of nodes provided
by two paths and the intersection of two sets of edges provided by two paths.

V.1. PATHS operator
Network management is far from being completely handled by commercial GIS products.
Generally, network processing queries are solved by a specific module. Path evaluation operator
(often restricted to the shortest path) is not integrated into the database operators. This weakness [9]
is also present in the database query language since no extended SQL has a correct management of
the path operator (even those dedicated to the transitive closure management). Defining a complete
framework to express network-oriented queries is not so simple. [4] presents a set of "path" queries.
These queries involve a transitive closure query with fifteen classes of interactions (such as
constraints on nodes, edges, nodes and edges).
Furthermore, the definition of the result as a unique result graph is not relevant for the GIS context.
The result of a path query must be a set of paths. As an example in airplane applications, the shortest
way in time is generally far from being one of the less expensive (but what is the correct cost
function?). The cheapest way is most part of the time far from being one of the most convenient and
so on. Unfortunately, a graph defined by the union of individual solutions is not relevant as a result
as soon as aggregate constraints are defined in the query (which is generally the case) [16].
The "classical" DBMS are based on the principle of the Closed World Assumption: "If a datum does
not logically follow from a set of database operations, then we conclude that the negation of this
datum is valid." Therefore, the path operator provides an answer only if the complete (from the initial
node to the end node) path exists. This option is coherent in the case of a flat network. The graph
data model introduces several levels of definition. Therefore, we introduce the principle of the Open
Graph Assumption: "While evaluating a path operator at a level of abstraction i, if a datum does not
logically follow from a set of graph data model operations, then the same evaluation is performed at
level i+1." The recursive application of this mechanism provides different levels of abstraction in a
result. Level i+1 is always available since the path is first evaluated at the upper level of abstraction.
The Open Graph Assumption introduces the notion of a global direction since the level i+1 is a more
general edge. Therefore, the path operator (->) presents two options: the exact operator and the
approximated operator. The exact operator is the equivalent of a classical path operator. It requires the
existence of a complete path. The approximated operator takes full advantage of (1) the node
hierarchy and (2) the network topology to provide a multi-level solution.
Figure V.1 presents the signature of this operator.
-> (G, G', Criteria ) : {G ''i}
where G : is a graph (N,E) such as E = ∅ and N is reduced to a node modelling the origin
G' : is a graph (N,E) such as E = ∅ and N is reduced to a node modelling the destination
Criteria : the path criteria and constraints (modelled as defined in [15])
G''i : is a graph after the application of the PATHS operator on graph G and G'
Figure V.1 - The signature of the PATHS operator.

The number of paths in the result is undefined. For the time, we consider paths defined
between a unique origin and destination. Nevertheless, these nodes may be obtained by an
application of elementary and basic operators.

V.2. INCLUSION operators
High level operators of inclusion provide three kinds of results. These distinctions are linked to
the construction of a graph (i.e., a set of nodes and a set of edges). Πe_ne represents the operator for
the extraction of nodes in a path; Πic_n represents the set operator for the inclusion of nodes; and
Πic_e represents the set operator for the inclusion of edges.
V.2.1. EXTRACTION of nodes from a path
The Πe_ne operator is applied to a set of graphs. The result is a set of graphs. This operator
provides for each graph the set of nodes involved in the edge definition (i.e., there is no isolated
node). Figure V.2 presents the signature of this operator.
Π e_ne ({Gi} ) : {G 'i}
where Gi : is a graph
(i = 1, ..., n)
G'i : is a graph, E = ∅, after the application of the Πe_ne on graph Gi

(i = 1,...,k / k ≤ n)

Figure V.2 - The signature of the Πe_ne operator.
Let n be the number of graphs in the argument. The number of graphs in the result may be less
than n since a graph in the argument may have only isolated nodes.
V.2.2. INCLUSION of nodes
The Πic_n operator is applied to two graphs. The nodes of these graphs are involved in this
operator. The result is a graph. This operator is not symmetrical. It requires the first set of nodes to
be included into the second set of nodes. The result of this operator is the first set of nodes whenever
it fulfills the requirements. Figure V.3 presents the signature of this operator.

where

Π ic_n (G, G' ) : G "
G : is a graph G(N,E) such as E = ∅
G' : is a graph G(N,E) such as E = ∅
G" : G or G∅
Figure V.3 - The signature of the Πic_n operator.

V.2.3. INCLUSION of edges
The Πic_e operator is applied to two graphs. The edges of these graphs are involved in this
operator. The result is a graph. This operator is not symmetrical. It requires the first set of edges to
be included into the second set of edges. The result of this operator is the first set of edges whenever
it fulfills the requirements. Figure V.4 presents the signature of this operator.
Π ic_e (G, G' ) : G "
where

G : is a graph G(N,E)
G' : is a graph G(N,E)
G" : G or G∅
Figure V.4 - The signature of the Πic_e operator.

V.3. INTERSECTION operators
High level operators of intersection provide two kinds of results. This dichotomy is linked to
the construction of a graph (i.e., a set of nodes and a set of edges). Πis_n represents the operator for
the set intersection of nodes and Πis_e represents the operator for the set intersection of edges.

V.3.1. INTERSECTION of nodes
The Πis_n operator is applied to two graphs. The nodes of these graphs are involved in this
operator. The result is a graph. The intersection operator is recursively applied to the sub-networks.
A Master_node may be transformed into a node whenever Associated_networks become empty. The
intersection between a node and a Master_node representing the same object is defined as the node.
Figure V.5 presents the signature of this operator.

where

Π is_n (G, G' ) : G "
G : is a graph G(N,E) such as E = ∅
G' : is a graph G(N,E) such as E = ∅
G" : is a graph after the application of the Πis_n on graph G and G' such as E = ∅
Figure V.5 - The signature of the Πis_n operator.

V.3.2. INTERSECTION of edges
The Π is_e operator is applied to two sets of edges. The intersection operator is recursively
applied to the sub-networks. A Master_edge may be transformed into an edge whenever the
Associated_network becomes empty. The intersection between an edge and a Master_edge
representing the same object is defined as the edge.
Figure V.6 presents the signature of this operator.
Π is_e (G, G' ) : G "
where

G : is a graph
G' : is a graph
G" : is a graph after the application of the Πis_e on graph G and G'
Figure V.6 - The signature of the Πis_e operator.

V.4. Conclusion
The main difference between graph theory and GIS network-oriented operators is based on the
cost evaluation function (i.e., deciding whether a node or an edge is relevant). To simplify, the time
to evaluate a cost function of a node (or an edge) is considered as negligible in graph theory during
the detection of a path from one node to another. Unfortunately in a GIS context, these functions are
far from being negligible since they involve several database operations. GIS queries are more
interested in the properties defined on the nodes or on the edges than on the topology of an answer.
Nevertheless, the notion of abstraction and the notion of global direction are very important. The
graph data model provides the topology of a graph. This assumption is based on the fact that
topologies of geographical networks (i.e., railway lines, rivers, roads) are not modified very
frequently (although alphanumerical data may be frequently updated). A pre-compiled structure
becomes realistic. The data model takes full advantage of this condition. The PATHS operator offers
therefore a higher expressive power (i.e., abstraction and direction).

VI. CONCLUSION
Geographical Information Systems are now widely used for several applications (i.e., transport
analysis, urban planning). Network analysis operators are not directly integrated into the database
system (i.e., an Extended SQL statement to manage path operators). This weakness is due to the lack
of common data structures between thematically-oriented data (i.e., town, forest) and networkoriented data (i.e., railways, electricity).

In this paper, we present the operators defined on the graph data model allowing the notion of
abstraction. We define three levels of operators. Basic level operators, the DEVELOP and
UNDEVELOP operators, are directly linked to the concept of abstraction present in the data model.
The DEVELOP operator provides more details for a graph. The converse operation, the
UNDEVELOP operator, reduces the data set. Elementary operators manage the notion of graphs and
sub-graphs. The SELECTION, UNION, CONCATENATION, DIFFERENCE operators, are
similar to the basic operators of graph theory (i.e., extended to a data model allowing abstraction for
nodes and edges). High level operators, the PATHS, INCLUSIONS and INTERSECTIONS
operators, correspond to the most common classes of queries addressed to a GIS.
The high levels operators introduce a new conception in graph operators for GIS since the
result is defined with several levels of abstraction. This notion changes the visualization of a result.
Next work is to define a formal Data Definition Language for the graph data model. The notion of
view can now be integrated since the data manipulation operators are available.
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